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Free-running 5D whole-heart cardiovascular MRI (5D CMR) 
is an emerging approach in the field of cardiovascular im-
aging. It captures the entire 3D cardiovascular anatomy 
during the full cardiac cycle with high temporal and spatial 
resolution, and without the need for ECG gating or breath-
holds [1, 2]. 

This push-button solution is based on a previously  
described free-running gradient-echo research sequence1 
[1]. k-space data are continuously sampled using a 3D 
koosh-ball phyllotaxis trajectory [3], interleaved with the 
acquisition of superior-inferior readouts that are then used 
for the simultaneous extraction of cardiac and respiratory 
self-gating (SG) signals [2]. The main sequence parameters 
are set as follows: radio frequency excitation angle of 15° 
with an axial slab-selective sync pulse; isotropic spatial  
resolution of (1.15‒1.35 mm)3; FOV of (220‒260 mm)3; 
TE/TR of 1.53‒1.64/2.69‒2.84 ms; and readout bandwidth 
of 1002 Hz/pixel. The protocol consists of 5,749 radial in-
terleaves and 22 readouts/interleaves, for a total scan time 
of 5:35–5:59 minutes. To match the current standard 2D 
cine protocol, each 5D CMR dataset is sorted into a fixed 

number of 25 cardiac bins based on the SG cardiac  
triggers. The same datasets are also partitioned into 4 re-
spiratory bins, defined according to the amplitude of the  
respiratory signal. 5D motion-resolved images (3D + cardi-
ac motion + respiratory motion) are then reconstructed  
using a compressed sensing algorithm, exploiting sparsity 
along the cardiac and respiratory dimensions [2, 4].  
In terms of sequence planning, only orthogonal plane  
localizers are required, in order to center the acquisition 
box on the cardiovascular volume of the thorax. The MR 
technician needs no prior specific knowledge of the cardiac 
anatomy. All it takes then is 5 minutes of scanning time. 

The potential of this framework rests on the possibility 
of performing a comprehensive assessment of cardiac  
morphology and function with a significantly shorter and 
simpler scanning protocol compared to standard 2D cine 
bSSFP and 3D contrast-enhanced angiographic imaging, 
without the need for breath-holds or anesthesia. This also 
shifts the paradigm from prospective sequence parameter 
definition and scan planning to a fully flexible and retro-
spective query of the data both in time and in space. 

1  Work in progress. The application is currently under development and is not for sale in the U.S. and in other countries. Its future availability cannot be ensured.
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In our center, we have used this ferumoxytol-enhanced  
5D CMR framework on a 1.5T scanner to evaluate coronary 
and great vessel anatomy, and to quantify ventricular  
volumes and function in patients with congenital heart  
disease. The high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), combined 
with high spatial and temporal resolution, yields images 
with exceptional quality, and provides the clinician with  
a high level of diagnostic confidence and accuracy. 

As an example, we present the case of an 8-year-old 
boy who, after repair of common arterial trunk, underwent 
CMR to evaluate pulmonary arterial anatomy and coronary 
arterial origins, and to quantify cardiac volumes and func-
tion. The high SNR and high-resolution isotropic imaging  

at (1.1 mm)3, which allowed dynamic multiplanar recon-
structions, showed normal coronary artery origins with  
excellent visualization of the ostia and vessel course,  
particularly during systole (Fig. 1). There was severe  
stenosis of the right pulmonary artery at the bifurcation, 
and dilatation of the left pulmonary artery (Fig. 2). To  
measure the systolic function, the ventricles can be seg-
mented semi-automatically on a clinical workstation from  
a short-axis reconstruction, such as performed on standard 
2D cine images (Fig. 3). The analysis showed left and right 
ventricular end-diastolic volumes of 78 and 108 mL/m2, 
and end-systolic volumes of 32 and 61 mL/m2, for an  
ejection fraction of 54% and 48%, respectively. 

1   Multiphase imaging of the  
cardio vascular morphology with 
ferumoxytol- enhanced free-running 
5D CMR reconstructed during 
end-inspiration. (1A, 1B) Volume- 
rendered image of the proximal 
coronary arteries, (1C–1F) high- 
resolution axial plane images of  
the coronary arteries. Arrowheads 
point to the right (1C and 1E) and  
left (1D and 1F) coronary artery 
origins, and proximal course. The 
diastolic volume is depicted on the 
left side of the figure (1A, 1C, 1D), 
and the systolic phase is on the right  
(1B, 1E, 1F).

2   Morphological imaging with 
ferumoxytol-enhanced free-running 
5D CMR for multiplanar reconstruc-
tion and biometry of the pulmonary 
tract during end-inspiration (2A, 2B). 
High SNR and isotropic spatial 
resolution (1.1 mm)3 images enable 
the diagnosis of a right pulmonary 
stenosis and dilatation of the left 
pulmonary artery.
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In conclusion, ferumoxytol-enhanced free-running  
5D whole-heart MRI allows high-quality cardiovascular  
imaging as well as measurement of ventricular volumes 
and function, derived from a single 5-minute acquisition, 
which has the potential to trigger a paradigm shift in  
cardiovascular MRI.
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3   Evaluation of ventricular volumes and function with ferumoxytol-enhanced free-running 5D CMR. (D1–D10) Reconstructed ventricular 
short-axis images at end-diastole during end-inspiration, (S1–S10) reconstructed ventricular short-axis images at end-systole, both  
reformatted at a 5 mm slice thickness. High SNR and in-plane spatial resolution (1.1 mm)2 images show a clear separation between the 
myocardium and the blood pool, including within the trabeculations.
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